I started the recording

[6:05 PM] Tia Palafox (Guest) left the chat.
[6:06 PM] Tia Palafox Guest (Guest) was invited to the meeting.


[6:06 PM] Deandre Kenyanjui (Guest) was invited to the meeting.
[6:07 PM] barb. rainish she/her (Guest) was invited to the meeting.
[6:11 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

I don't know how to unmute my phone, the phone itself was on mute so wasn't causing the feedback.

[6:11 PM] ASL - Andrea (Guest) was invited to the meeting.
[6:11 PM] barb. rainish she/her

dan *6??

[6:12 PM] Burley, Christopher

Dan, I am trying to figure how to unmute you, but it will not let me. We can pause if you could hang up and call back, please?

[6:14 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

😊

[6:15 PM] barb. rainish she/her
[6:18 PM] barb. rainish she/her
ECIT officers Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team . The specialized mental health officers

[6:18 PM] Hello-Robbie (Guest)

So, staff and budget are the issue preventing this?

[6:19 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
What was the number stat?
[6:19 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
Number of calls?
[6:19 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Sworn Vacancies: 78 updated yesterday at https://www.portland.gov/police/open-data/ppb-staffing-report so... not paying for 78 officers at $75K each plus benefits, should have extra funds for the car... ($5,850,000)

[6:21 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
Thank u
[6:21 PM] Hello-Robbie (Guest)

thx for the clarification and update in the future when the new for ECIT officers fill this need.

[6:23 PM] Corinne Frechette (Invité)
dan handelman he/him (Guest) (Invité)

Sworn Vacancies: 78 updated yesterday at https://www.portland.gov/police/open-data/ppb-staffing-report so... not paying for 78 officers at $75K each plus benefits, should have extra funds for the car... ($5,850,000)

What car are you talking about, Dan?
[6:24 PM] meg (Guest) was invited to the meeting.
[6:25 PM] Hello-Robbie (Guest)

Portland.gov is a website hard to navigate. I would a link to my email too.

[6:25 PM] Bonssdorf, Brynn
The COCL reports usually include data on ECIT vs non ECIT outcomes.

[6:26 PM]

ASL - Andrea (Guest) left the chat.

[6:27 PM] Bonssdorf, Brynn

I put the general bhu email in here for folks to email for further information or you can reach out to me as well if you would like. Brynn Bonssdorf. Brynn.Bonssdorf@police.portlandoregon.gov

[6:27 PM] Rochelle Silver (Guest)

dan handelman he/him (Guest)

The COCL reports usually include data on ECIT vs non ECIT outcomes.

I'd like to hear it from them

[6:29 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

In December 2022, PPB released their second report for the year, covering the time period from April 1, 2022 to September 30, 2022.

[6:29 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

The data in the report indicate that non-ECIT calls have a 24% greater likelihood of the person being transported to the hospital when an ECIT officer is on-scene. This is a reduction from the previous reporting period (50%), indicating that outcomes between calls involving ECIT officers and those that do not involve an ECIT are becoming more similar. This is also the case for arrest outcomes, for the data for this report indicated no difference between calls involving an ECIT officer and calls not involving an ECIT officer as it relates to transporting the person to jail. For this outcome, two of the last four assessments have found no difference, as well as each assessment done prior to April 2020.

[6:29 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Compliance and Outcome Assessment Report: 2022 Quarter 3 Updates & Analysis

[6:31 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)
was it 20 or 25 new ECIT?

[6:31 PM] Burley, Christopher
20
[6:32 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
Or 22?
Was the training just for ECIT dept?
[6:34 PM]
ASL - Andrea (Guest) was invited to the meeting.
[6:34 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
Sorry I’m slow
[6:34 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

yes can i ask

[6:35 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
Barb, what public education does PCCEP need to do? Directives instruction?
[6:36 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Force 1010.00 and deadly force 1010.10

[6:38 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
When is the next directive review due?
[6:39 PM]
meg (Guest) left the chat.
[6:40 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

I guess my point is really it took 1.5 years for BHUAC to get a plan where the PPB is presenting to them about deadly force incidents and I would hope that if there are ways that the specific needs of people with mental illness are not being considered when officers are deciding to use force/deadly force this seems to be the only advisory group with the proper lived experience to give good advice.

[6:41 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

go ahead

[6:41 PM] Corinne Frechette (Invité)
dan handelman he/him (Guest) (Invité)

I guess my point is really it took 1.5 years for BHUAC to get a plan where the PPB is presenting to them about deadly force incidents and I would hope that if there are ways that the specific needs of people with mental illness are not being considered when officers are deciding to use force/deadly...

Wild assumption on the lived experience of other AC memberships.
[6:43 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)
Oh, where is Jared Hager these days. He was very clear with this group in October 2021 that BHUAC can make any recommendations about directives and policies that affect people with mental illness.

[6:43 PM] Buckley, Mary Claire was invited to the meeting.
[6:45 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Mental health issues are very rarely even discussed at the Police Review Board if that is one of the groups you are referring to.

[6:45 PM] Tia Palafox Guest
PCCEP does. I don’t know who else
[6:46 PM] ASL - Andrea (Guest) left the chat.
[6:47 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

I suggest watching this discussion about discussing force policies with Jared Hager of DOJ at your October 2021 meeting at the Flying Focus Video Collective Youtube page. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTL3GHIQso&t=1m15s

[6:52 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Police Review Board: https://www.portland.gov/code/3/20/140

[6:53 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Police Review board reports: https://www.portland.gov/police/divisions/prb-reports

[6:54 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Directives page: https://www.portland.gov/police/directives-overview

[6:54 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

Review period is 30 days.

[6:55 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest)

So you don’t know whether the Bureau responded to that recommendation?

[6:56 PM] Burley, Christopher

I have not heard back from the PRB specifically referring to this recommendation.

[6:59 PM] Rochelle Silver (Guest)
need to leave. Thank you

Rochelle Silver (Guest) left the chat.
[6:59 PM]

[7:00 PM] Hello-Robbie (Guest)

what is the Journal?

[7:01 PM] Corinne Frechette (Invité)

Awesome!

[7:01 PM] Rochon, Emily

Journal of Threat Assessment and Management/JTAM

star 1

[7:03 PM] Corinne Frechette (Guest) left the chat.
[7:03 PM] Hello-Robbie (Guest) left the chat.
[7:03 PM] Kanal, Sameer

Thank you!

[7:03 PM] ASL Interpreter Amanda (Guest) left the chat.
[7:03 PM] Tia Palafox Guest (Guest) left the chat.
[7:03 PM] dan handelman he/him (Guest) and 2 others left the chat.
[7:04 PM] 7:04 PM Meeting ended: 1h 15m 40s